














_________________________________________________________________________________LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Nora Kobrenik 
photographed  by 
Jenessa Michelle
| “The Astronaut's Wife”|
February 2020

pandemic of Coronavirus started and how it 
spreads. I myself am personally a huge believer in 
the supernatural and the paranormal. Our 
universe is vast with all of space, time, planets, 
stars, galaxies, and all other forms of matter and 
energy. I believe that we cannot be the only life 
form out there, all that space and time must hold 
something elssomething else. That something else may be in the 
form of bacteria not visible to the naked eye or it 
can be a fully evolved race of humanoids equipped 
with tentacles and no visible irises or it can be 
masses of gas floating above lakes of poisoned 
glass. No matter what - we are not alone out there. 
Let me prove it to you.
Welcome to the issue. 

It’s hard to imagine that I’ve dreamed up this magazine, 
this idea 5 years ago. 20 volumes ago I watched Viktoria 
Modersta’s music video for her song “Prototype” and 
thought that this is the type of things I want to see 
created and to create myself. I wanted to create some-
thing so out of this world that it wouldn’t have a shelf to 
fit on. Something that was in the league of its own. 
TTartarus was forged in the deepest recesses of my psyche 
from history and myth and an entirely extra terrestrial 
spark. In Volume 20 I gave in to our most unusual and 
alien impulses, Alien Nation explores our relationship 
with the unknown. It explores extra terrestrial from 
every imaginable angle, we question whether aliens are 
indeed real, what’s hiding in Area 51 and how this 
cucurrent 













































































































 | Project, concept and styling by Piergiorgio Goglione, Valentina Stocco, Giulia Zubiolo  |
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 | Model - Numa Suicidegirl |













































































 | Client - Jason Hall of @JasonHallHairdressing |  Hair: Jason Hall
Makeup: Karen Bowen | 



















 | Photography by Emil Kołodziej |  Production, styling and costume 
designer by Joanna Baumgartner |  Make Up by Kornelia Wawrzków 

|  Story by Annika Sharber |  Model - Sylwia Sordyl | 





















 | Make Up by Kyrsta Morehouse  | Prosthetics by RBFX Studio  |  
Styled by Katelynn Tilley  |  Retouching by Galina Trush  |  Model - Adeline Novak  | 
 Set Management by McIntyre Artist Management  | Photography Assistant - Ozzie G | 

Jumpsuit by MERLIN CASTELL |












































































































